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Dange Sir, the old Hindi movies were totally different, like my Hindi education. And unlike the Bollywood, in our movies the lead actress/actor usually leads the action. So, I was surprised to see, while watching the movie, that in most of the scenes, mujra/dance/dubbed version of the song was playing. Its an interesting concept, considering that Indian
audiences are usually not comfortable with scenes with full-gown dancing. The movie depicts the operations of Mumbai based version of sex traffickers, known as Diwali Babas, or literally on Holiday but not really. These groups mostly are illegal casino gambling businesses which become a front for prostitution, drugs, and child trafficking. So, the film

begins with the character witnessing a rape by these groups of a 40 something pregnant woman. It is a visually striking sequence and one of the best sequences in the film, which is probably why the Hindi fans were expecting a Bollywood movie. So the sequence is great, but then it gets repetitive. i hope this is not an evil testament. Because this movie
is well-made, and really entertaining, especially to my fellow Hindi lovers. In the film, the movie-makers have taken their inspiration from the Hindi song Maahi Ve, the lyrics of which seemed perfect to make a complete story. It begins with a sequence that introduces all the characters and who they are. Then as the movie moves along, there are short

flashbacks, just to give the story, and the character, perspective. This is interesting as it gives you the background of the characters, which is basically the story of any cop film. 5ec8ef588b
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